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Abstract
In the past a few decades the theories of the Venus atmospheric chemistry and cloud
physics haye been developed focussing exclusively on the yertical structure. In those theories the horizontal structure was ignored and the tnUlsport processes were taken into
account in the form of vertical eddy diffusion, although a vigorous meridional circulation is
evident from observations. In the present thesis, Chapters 2-4 shed light on the large-scale
meridional circulation in the Venus atmosphere, and Chapter 5 discusses the dissipation
process of gravity waves which is important in determining the relative importance of
large-scale drculation and eddy diffusion.
In Chapter 2, the cloud formation in the middle atmospheric circulation is discussed.
A two-dimensional model study revealed that the meridional circulation has a large influence on I he distributions of the cloud and condensable gases on Venus. In the model,
the observed depression of near-infrared optical thickncss at mid-latitude is reproduced as
a result of the enhancement of cloud thickness at low and high latitudes. At high latitudes, the poleward transport of H2 S0 4 -H 2 0 droplets in the upper atmosphere mal,es a
thick cloud, since most of the H2 S0 4 -H 2 0 droplets photochemically produced are transported polc\\·a.rd by the meridional circulation. At low latitudes, the large-scale ascent
of the concentrated H2 S0 4 vapor forms the dense lower cloud observed by entry probes.
The equatorward transport of H2 S0 4 vapor below the cloud by the meridional circulation
and the sedimeutation of droplets in the lower cloud leads to the accumulation of H2 S0 4
vapor around the cloud base at low latitudes. The accumulation of H2 S0 4 vapor at low
latitudes agrees with the radio occultation observations. The middle cloud is caused by
the condensation of H2 S0 4 vapor transported upward from below by convective mixing.
In Chapter 3, the momentum balance of the middle atmospheric circulation is discussed. The downward control principle is applied to estimate the vertically integrated
zonal force driving the mid-latitude mesosphere. The distinct localization of the forcing
in the mid-latitude implies that Rossby or gravity waves will be the momentum carrier.
Rough estimates of the Eliassen-Palm flux suggest that the meridional circulation will be
driven principally by a Rossby wave, although the contribution of gravity waves cannot
be ruled out. It is also shown that the variation of the jet intensity with a time scale of
several years is consistent with the variation of Rossby wave activity. Advective transport
is as important as eddy diffusion for tracer transport in the middle atmosphere.
In Chapter 4, the circulation in the lower atmosphere is discussed. The intensity of
the surface direct cell, whose existence is indicated by the aeolian features observed by

the t\lagellilIl spacecraft, is inferred from the radiative energy balance at each latitude and
the static btability observed. The typical meridional now speed is estimated to be a few
cm

S-I.

TheIl, the advection time scale is much longer than the planetary rotation period

and comparable to the radiative relaxation time. The estimated circulation speed and the
obsen-ed IMitudinal temperature contrast yield the net upward heat transport by the cell
of several \Y m- 2 , which may have caused the stable stratification observed. It is also
suggested that atmospheric constituents are transported mostly by the cell rather than by
eddy diffusion ill the lower atmosphere.
In Chapter 5, the radiative damping of gravity w,wes and the consequent decrease of
,,-aye-induced turbulent diffusion are investigated for the upper atmospheres of terrestrial
planets. The radiative damping due to the CO 2 15 J.lIIl radiation limits wave propagation
much more effectively in the Mars atmosphere than ill the Earth's atmosphere. Radiative
damping is more effective than molecular diffusion below 80 km altitude on the Earth,
below 120 km altitude on Mars and even above 120 km altitude on Venus. It was also
demonstrated that turbulent diffusion can be weakened significantly by radiative damping
in the t\lars upper atmosphere.
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Chapter 1
General introduction
We do not have a complete picture of the general circulation of the Venus atmosphere,
although observational data have been compiled from decades of observations made from
earth and from Mariner, Venera, Pioneer Venus, Vega, Milgellan and Galileo spacecrafts.
The difficulty of revealing the general circulation arises from the fact that the meridional
circulation speed is too slow to be distinguished from the winds associated with atmospheric
waves. The meridional circulation structure below the cloud deck was inferred from the
meridional winds observed by Pioneer Venus probes [Schubel·t, 1983], but the inferred
circulation structure disagrees with the mean advection direction around 50 km altitude
determined from the cloud motions in near-infrared images [Belton et al., 1991; Carlson et

al., 1991].
The circulation structure has partly been revealed exclusively by remote soundings.
The polemud character of the mean meridional circulation is evident at
from UV cloud images [Del Genio and Rossow, 1990) lUld at

~50

~65

km altitude

km altitude from near-

infrared cloud images [Belton et al., 1991; Carlson ct al., 19911, thus the altitude level
of the return flow is lower than

~50

km. Such a circulation structure can be inferred

also from temperature and trace gas distributions. The observed mesospheric (60-90 km)
temperatures are warmer in the polar region and cooler in the equatorial region than
radiative equilibrium temperatures, indicating a global-scale meridional circulation with
large-scale ascent at low latitudes and descent at high latitudes [Taylor et al., 1983J
iufrared spectrometric measurements showed that CO mixing ratio increases by

ear~35%

north of 47°N at 30-50 km altitudes, implying that CO formed by the photolysis of CO 2
above the doud is transport.ed downward by the descending branch of the meridional
circulation at high-latitudes [Collal'd et al., 1993J.
Though a vigorous meridional circulation is evident, its effects on material transport

have been ignored in the models of photochemistry and cloud formation [ Winick and Stew-

art. 1980 ; Yung and DeMore, 1982; I<rasnopolsky and Parshev, 1981, 1983; Krasnopolsky
and Pollack, 1994; James et al., 1997]. Since atmospheric constituents are transported
vertically

uy

large-scale meridional circulation as well as by small-scale turbulences [e.g.,

Gar'cia and Solomon, 1985], the eddy diffusion coefficient in one-dimensional models should
represent the meridional circulation as well as turbulence. In the above mentioned models,
however, the eddy diffusion coefficient was taken from the turbulence intensity derived
from radio

~cintillation

measurements [Woo and Ishima1'u, 1981J and the transport by the

meridional circulation was not considered. The effect of thc meridional circulation on cloud
formation and trace gas distributions will be investigated in Chapter 2.
The conservation of angular momentum at each latitude requires deceleration acting
on the zonal flow in the poleward circulation around and above the cloud level [Hou and

Goody, 1989]. The mechanisms that cause such a deceleration in the Venus atmosphere are
unknown. The friction due to small-scale turbulence cannot induce forces strong enough to
drive the meridional circulation observed [Imamura, 1997]. In th~ terrestrial stratosphere,
Rossby and gravity waves generated in the troposphere induce zonal forces on the mean
flow. The forces drive a global-scale extratropical fluid-dynamical suction pump which
.

withdraws flir upward and poleward from the tropical

I
tropospher~

and pushes it poleward

and dowll\Yard into the extratropical troposphere [e.g., Holton et al., 1995]. It would be
reasonable to expect the sanle mechanism to work Oil Veilus. The validity of the concept
of "wave-driven circulation" in the Venus atmosphere will be examined in Chapter 3.
In the luwer atmosphere, direct cells are expected to extcnd to the poles after the aeolian
features in the Magcllan radar images [GTeeley et al., 1092, 1995]. The vertical extent and
the intensity of the cell are, however, unknown. Since the Venus atmosphere is not at
thermochemical equilibrium even in the lowest scale height [Fegley et al., 1997], the chemical
composition must depend on the transport timescale; therefore, further development of
the Venus atmospheric and surface chemistry requires the knowledge of the meridional
circulation Ileal' the surface. A diagnostic analysis was pcrformed by Hou and Goody [1989]
to reveal the circulation in the lower atmosphere, but the result conflicts with observations
as described in Section 4.1. The transport timescale and the dynamical heat transport in
the lower atlllosphere will be diagnosed from observed temperatures and radiative fluxes
with a new method in Chapter 4.
Both turbulence and meridional circulation are thought to be driven mostly by upwardpropagating gravity waves in the terrestrial upper atmosphere [e.~., Garcia and Solomon,

19851, and a similar mechanism is expected to work in the Venus thermosphere [Zhang
and Boughu', 1996]. The role of gravity waves in the material circulation depends on dis-

sipation processes: the waves dissipating due to radiative damping or molecular viscosity
decelerate I he zonal wind to drive the meridional circulation without generating turbulence,
while convcctively-breaking waves do generate turbulence. Since the composition of thermosphere is sensitive to the altitude of turbopause, atmospheric escape rates also depend
on the graYity wave activity and the wave dissipation processes. It is necessary to clarify
the dissipation processes of gravity waves for the understanding of both short-term and
long-term material transports. The radiative damping of gravity waves in the non-LTE
(local thermodynamic equilibrium) regions of the CO 2 atmospheres of Mars and Venus
has not bel'n studied. The effects of radiative damping on gravity waves and wave-driven
turbulence "'ill be assessed in Chapter 5.

Chapter 2
Venus cloud formation In the
meridional circulation
2.1

Introduction

The Venus cloud consists of a main cloud deck at 45-70 km altitudes, accompanied by
thinner hazes above and below. The major material of the main cloud deck is thought
to be H2 S0 4 -H 2 0 droplets, although the existence of solid particles cannot be dismissed
[e.g.,

Espo~ito

et aI., 1983]. The life cycle of the cloud particles in the Venus atmosphere

has been inferred from the vertical structure of the cloud layer revealed by the particle
size spectrometer on board the Pioneer Venus probe [J(nollenberg and Hunten, 19801. The
H2 S0 4 vapor photochemically produced near the cloud top condenses into H2 S0 4 -H 2 0
droplets, ,,·hich are transported downward through sedimcntation. The droplets evaporate
in the hot lower atmosphere, and H2 S0 4 vapor is thermally decomposed to S03 and H2 0.
Kmsnopolsky and Pollack [1994] devcloped a one-dimensional model for the H2 S0 4-H 2 0

system in the Venus atmosphere. They argued that the large gradient of the H2 S0 4 vapor
mixing ratio near the cloud base drives an upward diffusion flux of H2 S0 4 vapor, which condenses into the dense lower cloud observed by entry probes. This conclusion was obtained
also by Hash·imoto [1996] and James et al. [19971 with one-dimensional models. Hashimoto

[1996] investigated the dependence of the cloud structure on atmospheric parameters and
discussed tlIe climate evolution.
The above one-dimensional model results seem to be plausible, but the transport by the
meridional circulation (direct cell) will also be important. Around the cloud top, the cloud
tracking of l'V images indicates a poleward advection with a time scale of 10-100 d (d =

earth days) [Del Genio and Rossow, 1990] and the deviatioll of observed temperatures from
radiative equilibrium [Crisp, 1989] implies the advective exchange time of ~90 d [Imamura,
199/]. On tlJe other hand, as shown later in Section 2.3.2, it takes about 200 d to fall a scale

height of 6 km for the to.'lode 2 particles that are domiuallt by weight in the upper cloud
region. Therefore, the

H2S0~-H20

droplets produced neal' the cloud top are transported

poleward by the meridional circulation without effective removal by sedimentation. The
latitude dependences of cloud thickness [Crisp et al., 1091] and H2S0 4 vapor distribution

[Jenkins and Steffes, 1991] may imply the importance of the meridional circulation in the
cloud formation.
In this study we investigate the effect of the meridional circulation on the distributions
of the clouds and condensable gases on Venus. A steady state distribution is numerically
solved using a t\\'o-dimensional (latitude and height) model. The processes, which alter the
distributions, are briefly reviewed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The description of the model
is gi"en in Section 2.4. The calculated results, discussions and conclusions are given in
Sections 2.·5 alld 2.6.

2.2

Chemical processes

TlJe Venus mesosphere (60-90 km) is the region where the solar ultraviolet radiation is
mostly absorbed. The photolysis of CO 2 occurs by absorption of p~lOtons with wavelengths
short\\'ard of 20-1 nm,
. CO 2 +11ll ....., CO+O.

(2.1)

The production of CO above the cloud is supported by the evidence of an increase of CO
mixing ratio with height from 20-30 ppm (ppm = /.Lmol/mol = 10- 6 ) below 50 km altitude

[Oyama et al., 1980] to

o leads

~50

ppm above 50 km altitude [Young, 1972]. A major loss of

to the formation of O2 via the reactions 0 + 0 + M,

.a +

CIO and 0 + OH,

according tu Yung and DeMor'e [1982J. In their one-dimensional models, whiclJ account for
the obsen'ations of mesospheric CO, O2 and S02, the resulting O2 is transported downward
to the cloud top level by eddy diffusion. The 0-0 bond is broken by the reactions such as
S+02 [Winick and Stewar't, 1980], SO+H02, NO+H02 and CICO+02. These reactions
and the photolyses of S02 and SO constitute catalytic cycles to break O2 into 0 near the
cloud top. The 0 atoms can oxidize S02 at

~62

km altitude,

S02+0+M ....., S03+ M ,

(2.2)

and S03 is rapidly transformed to H2S0 4 ,
(2.3)
The net of (2.2) and (2.3) can be represented as

(2.4)
Yang and DeMoTe [19S2) and Krasnopolsky and Parshc"/I [19S1, 19S3] have shown that the
H2S0 4 fOrI nation occurs in a thin layer with a thickness of a few km centered at

~52

km

altitude.
H2S0 4 and H20 condense into cloud particles (H 2S0 4 -H 20 droplets), which are transported dO,,",lIvard by sedimentation, meridional circulat ion and eddy diffusion. The particles evaporate in the hot lower atmosphere, and then H2 S0 4 vapor is thermally decomposed
into S03 and H20,
(2.5)

Radio occultation measurements have revealed that H2S0 4 mixing ratio drops precipitously
below 3S km altitude, implying that H2S0 4 is decomposed below this height [Jenkins et

al., 1994]. S03 is expected to be transformed to S02 through the reaction [Prinn, 1975;
von Zahn ct al., 19S3]
(2.5)

The net decomposition of H2S0 4 due to (2.5) and (2.5) can be represented as
(2.7)

2.3
2.3.1

Transport processes
Meridional circulation

The obselTcd mesospheric temperatures are up to 50 K warmer in the polar region and
10 I( coolcr in the equatorial region than radiative equilibrium temperatures [Crisp, 19S9].

Such a tenlperature distribution implies a global-scale meridional circulation with largescale ascent at low latitudes <tnd descent at high latitudes [Tayl07" et al., 19S3]. The nearinfrared spcctrometric measurement from the Galileo spacecraft showed that CO mixing
ratio increases by ~35% north of 47°

at 30-50 km altitudes, implying that CO formed by

the photolysis of CO 2 above the cloud is transported dowllward by the descending branch
of the meridional circulation at high-latitudes [Collard ct al., 1993]. Poleward circulation is
traced at

~65

km altitude from UV cloud images [Del Gen'io and Rossow, 1990J and at

~50

km altitude from near-infrared cloud images [Belton et al., 1991; Carlson et al., 1991], thus
the altitude le\'el of the return flow is lower than

~50

km. IL should be emphasized that the

solar heatillg within the cloud layer does not necessarily canse a direct cell confined within
the cloud layer, because the altitudes of poleward and eqnatorward flows are determined
by the distribution of the Eliassen-Palm flux divergence by atmospheric waves [Haynes et

al., 1991] rather than that of solar heating. Imamum [1997J discussed the role of Rossby
"'aves in dri\'ing the Venus atmospheric circulation.
The poleward speed at the cloud top is derived from cloud motions to be 2-5 m s-Iwhich
gi\'es the advective exchange time of 10-100 d [Del Genio and Rossow, 1990J, although the
derived speed may include tidal components [Newman and Leovy, 1992J, The deviation
of observed temperatures from radiative equilibrium [Crisp, 19891 is consistent with the
advecti\'e exchange time of ~90'd at ~65 km altitude [bnamum, 1997], The strikingly large
deviation from radiative equilibrium near the pole [C7'isp, 1989] implies that the descent
speed in the polar region will be faster than the ascent speed in the equatorial region.

2.3.2

Particle sedim~ntation

The Pionerr Venus particle size. spectrometer observed the size distribution to be trimodal
with characteristic radii of <0,3 f.lm, 1.15 f.lm and 3.65 J.IIll, respectively, for the Modes 1,
2 and 3 [I<nollenbe7"g and Hunten, 1980J. The Mode 2 particles are the major component
of the upper cloud (above

~57

km altitude) by weight, while the Mode 3 particles are the

major component of the middle (50-57 km altitudes) and lower (46-50 km altitudes) clouds
by weight. The 10de 2 particles are identified as H 2 SO.,-H 2 0 droplets by polarimetric

[Young, 19,3; Hansen and Hovenier, 1974; I<awabata ct al., 1980] and spectrometric [Reed
et at., 1978; Pollack et al., 19781 measurements, whereas the composition of the Mode 3
particles remains open to question. I<nollenbe7"g and Hunten [1980J believed the Mode 3
particles to be crystalline species, but Toon et al. [1984] and I<nollenbcrg [1984] reexamined
the data to suggest that the Mode 3 particles can be spherical H2 S0 4 -H 2 0 droplets [see
also Esposito ct al., 1983J,
In the present study both Modes 2 and 3 are assumed to be H2 S0 4 -H 2 0 droplets. The

droplets arC' assumed to fall at the Stokes velocity
(2.8)

where 9 ~ 8.7 m

S-2

is t.he gravity acceleration, p ~ 1.8x10 3 kg m- 3 is the particle mass

density, r is the particle radins, and

1) ~

1.5x10- 5 kg

Ill-I S-1

is the viscosity of CO 2 gas.

Then the sC'dimentation speeds for the characteristic radii of Modes 2 and 3 are calculated
to be Wscd ~ 3x10- 4 m
time of H/lVse<l

~ 200

S-I

and 3x10- 3 m

S-I,

respectively, leading to the sedimentation

d abo\'e 57 km altitude and

~ 2;;

d below 57 km altitude, where H

is the atmospheric scale height.

2.3.3

Eddy diffusion

The vertical eddy diffusion coefficient Iez has been esLimated to be ~4 m2
altitude [Woo and Ishirnam, 19811 and ~0.2 m2

S-1

S-1

at 60 km

at 45 km altitude [Woo et al., 1982]

from radio scintillation measurements. The time constant of vertical diffusion is H 2 / K zz ~
100 d at 6U km altitude and

~3700

d at 45 km altitude.

Convect i\'e activity was observed at

~54

km altitude in the middle cloud region by the

VEGA balloon experiment [Blamont et al., 1986], This is consistent with the low static

stability observed at 51-56 kill altitudes, which will be due to infrared heating from below

[Schubert et at., 1980]. The upper limit of the vertical diffusion coefficient for the convective
transport is estimated as below. The turbulent heat flux F in this altitude region is given
as

F

=

dT

-pRK,,['dz' + r],

(2.9)

where p = 1.0 kg m- 3 is the atmospheric density at ~54 km altitude, R = 191.4 J kg- 1
K-l is gas constant, K io is the diffusion coefficient for heat, T is temperature, z is altitude

and

r

is adiabatic lapse rate. The static stability is typically as low as dT/dz

+r

~

-0.3

K km- I in this region according to the observations by the Pioneer Venus probes [Seiff et

al., 1980; Seiff et al., 1985J. When F is set equal to the globally-averaged net sola: flux
of ~35 W m- 2 at 54 km altitude [Tomasko, 1983], K io is calculated to be ~600 m 2
with (2.9). Since the net upward infrared flux calculated

fr~m

S-1

the observed atmospheric

structure [Cl'isp, 1989J is similar to the net downward solar flux in the middle cloud region,
the above F and K" values are the upper limits. The value of K zz will be comparable to
that of

I,,,.

10

Mixing in the horizontal direction will be caused by planetary-scale eddies that were
obseITed b~' cloud trackings [Travis, 1978; Rossow et o./., 1990]. However, the effectiveness
of the mixing is unknown.

2.4
2.4.1

Model descriptions
Atmospheric structure, boundary condition and initial
condition

A model is run to converge to obtain a steady state solution for the distributions of H2 S0 4
and H2 0 in a hemisphere with a top height at 70 km and a bottom height at 35 km. The
latitudinal resolution is 2° and the vertical resolution is 35-400 m depending on altitude,
with the maximum resolution of 35 m around the cloud base so that it may accurately
calculate tlle transport across the cloud base where the cloud density changes rapidly
with heighl. The atmospheric temperature and density profiles are taken from the Venus
Internatioual Reference Atmosphere [Seiff et al., 19851·
The bonndary conditions at the upper, low-latitude (0°) and high-latitude (90°) boundaries are the absence of the mixing ratio gradients perpendicular to the boundaries. The
lower boundary condition for H2 S0 4 is the absence of the mixing ratio gradient. The H2 0
mixing ratio at the lower boundary is fixed at 30 ppm to be consistent with recent observations [Kamp et al., 1988; Beza7'd et al., 1990; C7'iSP et al., 1991; Donahue and Hodges,
1992; Dmssa7·t et al., 1993; Meadows and Crisp, 1996; Ignlitiev et al., 1997].

The initial distributions of H2 S0 4 and H2 0 arc the constant mixing ratios of 0 ppm
and 30 ppm. respectively, for the small-K" model descrived later in Section 2.4.3. The
initial condition for the large-K" model is the converged state of the small-K" model.

2.4.2

Production and decomposition of H 2 S0 4 vapor

The production and decomposition processes of H2 S0 4 described in Section 2.2 are incorporated into the model in a simplified form. The net 11 2 S0 4 production (2.4) is assumed
to occur ill a thin layer around 62 km altitude after the one-dimensional photochemical
model results by Yung and DeMore [19821 and Krasnopolsky and Pa7'shev [1981,1983], who
estimated the column-integrated production rate of H2 SO,\, 1>u,so. = 10 12 _10 13 cm- 2

S-l

COllsidering the dependence of photochemical processes on solar zenith angle, 1>u,so. is
giyen in the model as 1>u,so.

= 3.5 X 10 12 cos <t> (cm- 2 S-I), where <t> is latitude.
11

The vertical

distribution of the production rate is given by a Gaussian probability function centered at
62 km altitude with a half width at half maximum of 1.5 km.
H2S0 4 is assumed to be decomposed through the reaction (2.7), and its decomposition
rate is gi\'en as follows. Assuming the thermochemical equilibrium between (2.3) and (2.5),
the decomposition rate of H 2S0 4 is equal to the loss rate of S03 through (2.6), Lso" as

L",so,

Lso,
(2.10)

\I'here k 6 is the rate coefficient for (2.6), and [S03J and [COl are the number densities of S03
and CO, respectively. The S03 density is calculated from the densities of H 2S0 4 and H 20
using the equilibrium constant between (2.3) and (2.5) [Barin, 1989] after Kmsnopolsky

and Pollack [19941. The CO density is given in the model in such a way that it increases
with latitude from

~30

ppm at <;&<35° to

~40

ppm at <;&>60° after the observation by

Colla7'd et al. [19931. Since k6 has not been measured, the value of k6 = 6xlO- 23 cm 3 S-1
is adopted so that the model H 2S0 4 vapor profile at high latitudes may agree with the
radio occultation results at 65°N by Jenkins et al. [199.1] and Kolodne7' and Steffes [1996].
Note that the association reaction (2.3) should be mnch faster than the reaction (2.6)
so that the equilibrium between (2.3) and (2.5) may be valid. Adopting the expression
by Lovejoy et al. [19961 for the S03 loss through (2.3) as recommended by DeMore et al.
[1997], the S03 loss through (2.3) is more than 3 orders of magnitnde greater than that
through (2.6) with kG = 6x 10- 23 cm 3 S-l Therefore, the adopted kG value is consistent
with the equilibrium between (2.3) and (2.5).

Transport processes

2.4.3

Meridional circulation
The polewarcl and upward velocities (v, tV) associated with the meridional circulation are
giycn as
1 01JJ
- pcos<;& oz'
1
01JJ
pacos<;& 0<;&'

where

IjI

is the mass stream function and a is the planetary radius. The adopted

IV are shOlm in Figure 2.1.

v has

(2.11)
(2.12)
IjI

and

a maximum of 2 m s-Iat <;&=48° and z=65 km and the
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Figure 2.1: (upper pane0 Mass stream function 'It and (lower pane0 vertical velocity
the meridional circulation used in the model. \II is in units of kg m- I
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S-I.

S-I,

while

w of

w is in

Above circulation structure is basically consistent with observations

(see text).
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minimum of -0.4 m s-lat <1>=48° and z=41 km. The velocities adopted here are basically
consistent with the observations described in Section 2.3.1.
The lo,,·cr boundary of tbe circulation is placed at 35 km altitude in the model after
trace gas distributions. Earth-based spectrometric measurements revealed that at 30-40
km altitude's the COS mixing ratio decreases steeply with heigbt and the CO mixing ratio
increases ,,·ith height [Pollack et al., 1993]. If vertical transport is inefficient around 3040 km, the region above this level would belong to the photochemical regime where CO

is abundant and the region below this level would belong to the thermochemical regime
where COS is abundant [Prinn, 1978; Kmsnopolsky, 1986J. Therefore, the observed profiles
of COS and CO will imply that the above mentioned middle atmospheric circulation is
separated from the underlying lower atmospheric circulation with the boundary around
30-40 km altitudes.
Note that the choice of the peak altitude of 'II, z'!>, is rather arbitrary (z,!> = 45 km in
the present model).

Z\I<

should be lower than 50 km since a poleward advection is observed

there [Carlson et al., 1991], but the lowest possible altitude is uncertain. The validity of
the =\1< value adopted here is examined in Section 2.6.
Sedimentation speed
The sedimentation speed is calculated with (2.8). The particle radii are assumed to be
either the characteristic radii of Mode 2 or Mode 3 (see Section 2.3.2), and the spread of
size distribution is ignored for simplicity. The weight fraction of tbe Mode 3 particles in
tbe cloud is assumed to vary smoothly with height as shown in Figure 2.2 after the result
of tbe Pioneer Venus particle size spectrometer [Knollenbcrg and Hunten, 1980], and it is
fixed in the model run. The dependence on latitude is ignored because of a lack of data.
The mean sedimentation speed is plotted also in this figure.
Diffusion coefficient
The vertical eddy diffusion coefficients

IC, for the "small-f{,," and "large-IC," models

are given as functions of altitude shown in Figure 2.3 after the observations described in
Section 2.3.3. The large-f{" model takes account of the convective mixing at 51-56 km
altitudes, ,,·hile the small-f{" model does not. The coefficient in the middle cloud region
for the large-I,"" model is smaller thaI I the upper limit evaluated in Section 2.3.3.
The horizontal diffusion coefficient K yy cannot be evaluated from available data. The
value of I\yy = 5x 105 m2

S-l

is adopted tentatively, after the coefficient of 105 -10 6 m2
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the model after the observation by the Pioneer Venus particle size spectrometer, and the
calculated mean sedimentation speed (dotted curve). The cloud mass is assumed to be
distributed to Mode 2 (r = 1.15 J.!m) and Mode 3 (r = 3.65 J.!m).
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for the t\\'o-dimensional model of the terrestrial stratosphcre [e.g., Shia et al., 1989; Yang
et al., 1990].

2.4.4

Condensation and evaporation of H 2 S0 4 and H 2 0

The vapor pressures of H2 S0 4 and H2 0 are assumed to be limited by their saturated vapor
pressures. The one-dimensional microphysical model by James et al. [19971 suggested that
the H2 S0 4 vapor profile closely follows the saturation curve in the cloud layer below
km altitudf'. Though supersaturation is expected to be as large as
its effect

011

~10

~55

above this altitude,

the cloud amount is negligible since the mixing ratio of H 2 S0 4 vapor is more

than 3 ordlTs of magnitude smaller than that of H2 S0 4 liquid above 55 km altitude in the
model.
The saturated vapor pressures of H 2 S0 4 and H 2 0, represented respectively by PI and
P2,

are givcn as functions of temperature and the mole fraction of H 2 S0 4 in the solution,

(2.13)
(2.14)

where R is the gas constant, J1. is the chemical potential ill the solution, superscript

0

indicates the pure phase, and subscripts 1 and 2 dcnote H 2 S0 4 and H2 0 respectively.
Saturation \"apor pressures do not depend significantly on the particle size in the case of
the particles under consideration [Esposito et al., 1983]. The saturation vapor pressure of
pure H 2SO.\ is taken from Ayers et al. [1980J and Kulmala and Laaksonen [1990J as
InPI° =
where

p7

10156
( l+ln To
16.259------;y-+7.42

To)
T -T ,

(2.15)

is in units of bar and To = 385 K The saturatioll vapor pressure of pure H20 is

given by Eisenberg and Kauzmann [1969] as

lnp~

=

0: -

~ + T :~.Ol [exp(o() -

where P2 i, in units of Pa, T is in units of 1<, ( = (T
T);/4,

Q

= 2,1.021415, fJ = 4616.9134,

I

1J - €exp( -1)(),

+ 0.01)2 -

(2.16)

293700, ( = (647.26 -

= 3.1934553xIO-4, 0 = 2.7550431x10- 11 , € =

1.0131374xI0- 2, and 1) = 1.3158813xIO-2. The chemical potential J1. - J1.0 is given by

Zeleznik [19911.

Letting the number densities of H2 S0 4 and H2 0 (including both gaseous and liquid
phases) to be PI and P2, respectively, and the number density of molecules that exist in
17

the solutioll to be

Psol,

following relations hold:

-&

+XIP,ol,

fr + (1 - x,)p,ol,
where k is the Boltzmann's constant.

PI

(2.17)
(2.18)

and P2 are gi"en in the model run as a result of

chemical and transport processes, and T is taken from I he assumed atmospheric structure.
Then, one can calculate PI, P2,

Psol

and

Xl

with (2.13), (2.14), (2.17) and (2.18). Conden-

sation does not occur when the above equations do not have a solution within the range
Psol

> 0 and 0 $

2.5
2.5.1

Xl

$ 1.

Model results
Cloud structure

The calculated structure in the large-J(" model is shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5.
At low latitudes (1)<30°), the three-layered structure is evident, being consistent with
observations [e.g., Esposito et al., 1983J. The upper cloud is caused by the photochemical
production of H2 S0 4 vapor. The middle cloud is caused by the condensation of H2 S0 4
vapor transported upward from below by enhanced eddy mixing at 51-56 km altitudes
(sec Figure 2.3). Since the middle cloud is absent in the small-K" model as shown in
Figure 2.6, the condensational origin of the middle cloud is confirmed. A similar conclusion
was obtained also by James et al. [1997J with a one-dimensional model. The lower cloud
is caused by the condensation of H2 S0 4 vapor carried alon by the meridional circulation.
The locations of the middle cloud and the cloud base rongiJly agree with observations, and
the calculated peak densities of the upper, middle and lower clouds in the equatorial region
are comparable to the observations [J(nollenbel'9 and Hanten, 19801.
In the upper cloud region, the mass loading incrrases with latitude (see Figure 2.4)
though the photochemical production of H2 S0 4 decreasrs with latitude. This accumulation
is due to the particle transport by the meridional circulation. The cloud top level is
relatively low near the pole because of the downward transport by the descending branch
of the circulation. The nature of the meridional circulation may be constrained by the
observed distribution of the clouds in the upper cloud layer.
The mass loading at high latitudes below ~55 km altitude is enhanced by the transport
of cloud particles from the upper and middle cloud regions. The enhanced cloud density
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90

and the loll' temperature at high latitudes lower the cloud base compared with those at
mid-latitudes.
Figure 2.7 shows the optical thickness of the cloud at 2.36 J-lm wavelength, which was
calculated from the model result with the Mil' scattering theory. The particles were assumed to be either the Mode 2 or Mode 3 (see Figure 2.2) and the spread of size distribution
around the mean radii was ignored. The calculated optical thickness is comparable to the
value of

~·IO

estimated from the observed cloud structure [Kamp and TayI01', 1990; Cad-

son et al., 1991]. The low-latitude ('1'><30°) maximum in the model is due to the lower
cloud, II'hill' the high-latitude ('1'>=60-80°) one is due to the photochemical production in
the poleward circulation and the downward transport at high latitudes. Such a latitude
dependence agrees with recent observations, as described below. According to the Earthbased imaging observations at 2.36 J-lm wavelength by Crisp et al. [1991], a dark cloud
extends halfway around the planet at low latitudes ('1'><40°), bright quasi-zonal bands are
prevalent at mid-latitudes (40-60°), and the higher latitudes that can be seen ('1'>=60-70°)
are always dark and featureless. Since cloud particles are the primary source of opacity at
this wavelength [Allen, 1987], the horizontal variations of clond opacity are seen projected
against the thermal emission from below, with bright areas indicating thinner clouds. Radiative transfer calcnlations show that 10-25 % variations in the clond optical depth can
reproduce the observed contrasts of brightness [Kamp ct al., 1988]. Cl-iSP et al. [1991] argued that the rednced cloud opacity in mid-latitndes Il"as due to the evaporation of cloud
particles transported downward by the descending flow of the meridional circnlation. In
the present model, however, the rednced opacity in mid-Iatitndes ('1'>=30-60°) is merely a
result of the increased opacity at lower and higher latitudes.
The H2 S0 4 mole fraction in the droplets calcnlated by the model is
upper cloud region and

XI ~

XI ~

0.4 in the

0.9 in the lower cloud region. Remote observations showed

that the H2 S0 4 concentration in the clond particles near the ~lond top is 75-85% by weight

[Young, 1973; Hansen and Hoveniel', 1974; Kawabata et al., 1980; Reed et al., 1978; Pollack
et al., 1978], corresponding to

Xl

= 0.35-0.5; therefore, the model result agrees with the

obsen·ations. Similar results were obtained also by Krasnop?lsky and Pollack [1994] with
one-dimensional models.

The H2 S0 4 vapor distribution in Figure 2.8 exhibits decrease of mixing ratio below ~40
kill altitude due to thermal decomposition. The bottom level of the H2 S0 4 vapor layer is
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elel'ated by ascending air at low latitudes, and the mixing ratio is relatively large at low
latitudes.
The mechanism of the H 2 S0 4 accumulation at low latitudes is schematically explained
in Figure 2.D.

The H 2 S0 4 -H 2 0 droplets produced ncar the cloud top are transported

poleward and downward by meridional circulation, sedimentation and eddy diffusion. The
droplets eYaporate in the hot lower atmosphere to yield H2 S0 4 vapor, a portion of which is
transported equatorward below the cloud. The H2 S0 4 I'apor is carried aloft by the meridional circulation at low latitudes to condense into cloud particles at 47-50 km altitudes.
The rapid sedimentation of Mode 3 particles in this altitude region causes the H2 S0 4
circulation to be stagnant around the cloud base, thereby accumulating H2 S0 4 there.
The latitudinal distribution of H2 S0 4 vapor in the model basically agrees with the
obserYations of the attenuation of radio occultation signals by H 2 S0 4 vapor. According to
the radio occultation experiment by the Pioneer Venus orbiter [Jenkins and Steffes, 1991],
the peak absorptivity by H 2 S0 4 in the equatorial region is greater than that near the pole,
and the absorption is significant below

~49

km in the equatorial region and below

~45

km

in the polar region.
I

The rate coefficient for (2.6) was adjusted so that the model H2 S0 4 vapor profile at high
latitndes might be in basic agreement with observations: the radio occultation observation
by the lvlagellan spacecraft showed that H2 S0 4 vapor exists at 38-50 km altitudes [Jenkins

et ai., 1994] with an abundance of 1-3 ppm [Kolodner and Steffes, 1996] at 65°N.
2.5.3

H 2 0 vapor

The H2 0 Yapor distribution is presented in Figure 2.10. In the model, the condensation into
H2 S0 4 -H 2 0 droplets causes the density decrease above 55 km altitude, and the downward
intrusion of dry air whose water content was reduced through the H 2 S0 4 production (2.4)
causes the density decrease at high latitudes below the cloud.
The model mixing ratio above 60 km altitude is within the observed range of 1-30
ppm deril"L'd from Earth-based spectrometric measurements [Fink et al., 1972; Barker,

1975: Encl'elwz et al., 1995] and the mass spectrometric measurement on the Pioneer
Venus probe [Donahue and Hodges, 1992], although the

spe~trometric measurement from

the Pioneer Venus orbiter revealed a great v31'iability [Schofield et ai., 1982]. The model
abundance below the cloud is consistent with observations because of the lower boundary
Yalue (see Section 2.4.1).
Earth-based spectrometric measurements have not found any latitude dependence of the
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mixing ratio below the cloud at <p < 60-70° [Bell et al., 1991; Crisp et al., 1991], while the
infrared flux measuremcnts by the Pioneer Venus probes suggested a significant decrease of
the mixing ratio with latitude at <p < 60° [Reverco71lb et al., 1985J. The relatively uniform
distribution of H2 0 for <p < 60° calculated by the model is consistent with the Earth-based
observations.

2.6

Discussions and Conclusions

It was ren'aled with a two-dimensional model that the meridional circulation has a large
influence on the distributions of the cloud and condensable gases on Venus. The meridional
structure of the cloud layer calculated by the model is broadly consistent with observations
when the convective mixing within the middle cloud region is considered. The latitudinal
distribution of H2 S0 4 vapor and the vertical distriuution of H2 0 vapor calculated by
the model agree with observations. Since the distributions of these gases are governed
by the meridional circulation, the structure of the circulation will be determined more
accurately by measuring their densities at various latitudcs and heights. It was confirmed
with numerous test runs that the qualitative results yielckd by the numerical model are
not sensiti,'c to the model parameters.
The altitude

z'"

below which the meridional circulation is cquatorward was constrained

by the present model. If

z'" is lower than the H2 S0 4 decomposition height of

~38

km

[Jenkins et al., 1994], most of the H2 S0 4 in the equatorward flow would be decomposed
before the ascend at low latitudes. Thcn, the strong accumulation of H2 S0 4 and the dense
lower cloud at low latitudes would disappear. Therefore, z'" must be placed above the
H2 S0 4 decomposition height of

~38

km to form a dcnse lower cloud at low latitudes.

Since obsen'ations indicate that z'" is lower than 50 km altitude (see Section 2.4.3), we can
limit

z'" in a rather narrow range of 38-50 km. z'" =

45 km adopted in the model would

be reasonable.
In the present study the size distribution was not solved consistently in the model
run. The next step would be to construct a two-dimensioual microphysical model which
calculates the size development with the method of James ct al. [1997J. It is expected that
the large-scale ascent in the equatorial region will suspcnd small particles, thereby allowing
thc particles to coagulate into large particles before the removal by sedimentation.
It is interesting to compare the Venus cloud with the terrestrial stratospheric aerosols
whose major composition is H2 S0 4 -H 2 0 solution. Thc life cycle of stratospheric aerosols
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is also controlled by the meridional circulation as discussed by Hamill et al. [1997]. The
particles are formed by the homogeneous nucleation of H2 S0 4 and H2 0 in a rising tropical
air mass [Drock et al., 1995]. The size distribution is developed by coagulation and condensation in the tropical stratosphere [Trepte and Hitchman, 1992]. Eventually the particles
migrate to Illid- and high latitudes, where they are removed from the stratosphere to the
lropospher<'.
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Chapter 3
Momentum balance of the Venus
mid-latitude mesosphere
3.1

Introduction

In the Venus mesosphere (60-90 km) the polar regions are warmer than the tropics [Schubert

et al., 1980]. The observed mesospheric temperatures are up to 60 K warmer in the polar
region and 10 K cooler in the equatorial region than radiative equilibrium temperatures

[Crisp, 1989]. Such a temperature distribution implies a global-scale meridional circulation
with large-scale ascent at low latitudes and descent at high latitudes [Taylor et al., 1983].
The near-infrared spectrometric measurement from the Calileo spacecraft showed that
CO mixing ratio increases by

~35%

north of 47°N at 30-50 1 km altitudes, implying that

CO formed by the photolysis of CO 2 above the cloud is transported downward by the
descending branch of the meridional circulation at high-latitudes [Collard et al., 1993).
The poleward circulation is traced at

and Rossow, 1990] and at

~50

~65

km altitude from UV cloud images [Del Genio

km altitude from near-infrared cloud images [Belton et

al., 1991; Carlson et al., 1991]. If such a circulation exists, the conservation of angular
momentum at each latitude requires deceleration/acceleration acting on tbe zonal flow in
the poleward/equatorward advection.

Bake!' and Leavy [1987] have introduced zonal forces into their numerical model in
the form of Rayleigh friction, and reproduced subsidence and compressional heating in
polar regions. The diagnostic analysis by Hou and Goody [1989] suggests that momentum
sources occur at mid-latitudes, since the air moves horizontally across the mid-latitude
where angular momentum changes abruptly. Eddy diffusivity cannot transport momentum
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enough to maintain the momentum balance except in the turbulent layer in the middle
cloud region (51-56 km), as shown later. The semidiurnal tides, which may be important
for the maintenance of the superrotation [Fels and Lindzen, 1974; Newman and Leavy,
1992], have little influence on the mean zonal flow at middle and high latitudes [Baker and

Leavy, 1987; HalL et al., 1990J. Other mechanisms transferring momentum at mid-latitudes
are required. This study shows that the candidates are an upward propagating Rossby wave
and internal gravity waves, which are expected to exist in the Venus mesosphere.
In the present study I roughly estimate the forces acting on the zonal flow above clouds
by applying the downward control principle [Haynes and McIntyre, 1987; McIntyre, 1989;

Haynes et at., 1991], thereby examining the contributions of Rossby and gravity waves
in transferring momentum to drive the circulation. The possibility that a Rossby wave
controls the variation of the intensity of mid-latitude jets is also discussed.

3.2

Zonal force requirement

We consider a steady and zonally averaged atmosphere and use the transformed Eulerianmean (TE I) equations [Andrews and McIntyre, 19781. Combining the zonal momentum
equation with the mass continuity equation and requiring that Pow'

-+

0 as z

-+ 00,

we

have

1

a [cos¢; 00 -Po (-G- -w
au _E) dz ,] ,
pow__ = - -1 - acos¢; a¢;
'1/
az

(3.1)

where
1/=2f2Sin¢; _ _
I_a(UCOS¢;)
a cos ¢;
a¢;
is the absolute vorticity, z is the,log-pressure height, ¢; is the latitude,
(eastward is positive),

(3.2)

u is the zonal velocity

w- is the vertical component of the residual circulation,

Po is the

density proportional to exp( -z/ H), H is the mean density scale height, f2 is the planetary
rotation rate, a is the planetary radius and (; is the zonal force per unit mass due to
Rossby and gravity wave dissipations and other dissipative eddy processes. Equation (3.1)
is similar to the equation (2.6) of Haynes et al. [19911 and shows the downward control of
the vertical mass flux by zonal forces [Haynes and McIntyTe, 1987; McIntyre, 1989]. The
downward control nature is evident in the results of the diagnostic analysis by HalL and

Goody [1989], although they have not mentioned the principle explicitly.
Here we replace 1/( ¢;, Zl) in the integral with 1/( ¢;, zc), where Zc is the cloud top level.
The replacement is valid insofar as the zonal force is confined to the altitude region where
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the zonal ,Yind does not differ significantly from the cloud top wind. Such a condition
is satisfied for the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux divergences by the Rossby and gravity waves
discussed in later sections, because the waves are confined below the critical levels where
the wind speed is equal to their horizontal phase speeds of 65-70 m

S-I.

The maximum

error of the required force (see below) arising from the replacement is an overestimation of
~30%.

au/az

Allowing that (; = 0 and

= 0 at ¢ =

1r /2,

we have the zonal forces vertically

integrated above clouds, g:

roo Po (; dz'

9

J"

1'/2 _.

17Poa
---;;:
cos'!' q,
where

w'

"/,00
au _. ,
+
PO-a w dz,

w cos ¢ d¢

"z

(3.3)

is related to the departure of temperature from radiative equilibrium, 01', as
(3.4)

where N is the buoyancy frequency, a is the radiative relaxation rate and R is the gas

u and

01', (3.3) and (3.4) enable us to

u above clouds has been derived

from temperature measurements

constant. Given the meridional distributions of
calculate

g.

The distribution of

assuming cyclostrophic balance by Seiff et al. [19801 and Newman et al. [1984], but their
winds derived at the cloud top level

(~65

km altitude) are larger than the cloud-tracked

winds [Rossow et al., 19801. Rough estimates using U given by

ewman et al. have shown

that the neglection of the second term on the right-hand side of (3.3) does not change
the latitudinal distribution of 9 significantly (less than 0.01

m- 2 ). For these reasons

we consider only the first term on the right-hand side of (3.3), then 9 is calculated using
the values at the cloud top level only. 01' and a are given by Crisp [1989], and other
atmospheric parameters are taken from Seiff et al. [1985] and Schubert and Walterscheid

[1984].
Figure 3.1 shows the latitudinal distributions of
the calculated 9 for

u and 01' used

I

Zc

for the calculation and

•

= 65 km. The distribution of u roughly represents the cloud-tracked

winds, and that of 01' satisfies the equation

r/ oTcos¢d¢ = 0

J

2

o

(3.5)

so that the net vertical mass flux across the cloud top level equals zero. 9 has its maximulll in the mid-latitude as a result of the horizontal motions across the mid-latitude
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where angular momentum changes abruptly; this is qualitatively consistent with Ho'U and

Goody [1989]. The magnitude of Q at mid-latitudes is 0.02-0.04 N m- 2 The mechanisms
responsible for the forces must satisfy both the mid-latitude localization and the estimated
magnitude. The candidates are a mid-latitude Rossby wave and internal gravity waves,
which are expected to transfer momentum upward from the cloud level to the mesosphere.
The vertical momentum diffusion by turbulence will make a minor contribution above
clouds: using ii. by Newman et al. [1984] and the turbulent diffusion coefficient by Woo

and Ishimanl [1981J yields the diffusive momentum flux smaller than 0.005 N m- 2 • The
atmospheric tides will also make a minor contribution: theoretical estimates of the EP flux
divergence due to tides [Fels, 1986; Baker and Leavy, 1987; HalL et al., 1990; Newman and

Leavy, 1992] yield the vertically integrated force above clouds to be less than 0.005 N m- 2
at all latitudes.

3.3
3.3.1

Mid-latitude Rossby wave
Eliassen-Palm flux associated with Rossby wave

A planetary-scale mid-latitude wave with zonal wavenumber 1 has been identified in the

cloud-trackrd winds at the cloud top level by Del Genio and Rossow [1990] and Rossow et

al. [1990]. Their analysis shows the wave has the period of ~5 days and the Doppler-shifted
phase speed c - ii.

~

32 m

S-I.

They have suggested the 5-day wave has the characteristics

of a vertically propagating mid-latitude Rossby wave and that its amplitude is large enough
to affect the momentum balance. The existence of the wave above clouds is evident from
the Pioneer Venus orbiter infrared radiometer data: Taylo," et al. [1980] and Apt and Leung
[1982] report 5.5-day and 5.3-day periodicities, respectively, in the mid-latitude brightness
temperature. Taylor et al. [1980] suggested the vertical propagation of the wave with a
"ertical phase velocity of the order 4x 10- 2 m

S-I.

The decrease of the amplitude from the

cloud top to the 80-km altitude [Apt and Leung, 1982] implies the EP flux divergence at
65-80 km altitudes.
The source of the 5-day wave is unclear. Barotropic instability of the zonal flow is a
likely mecha.nism for producing eddies. The analysis of UV images suggests the occurrence
of barotropic eddy disturbances at mid-latitudes [Travis, 1978]. 'In the mature stage of
the dist,urbance a nonlinear cascade of energy to larger eddies will produce a Rossby wave
having a zonal wavenumber 1 [Rossow and Williams, 1979]. A portion of the required zonal
force may be attributed to the equatorward momentum transport by barotropic eddies,
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which might be important for the maintenance of the superrotation [Giemsch, 1975].
Now we roughly estimate the EP flux associated with the Rossby wave at the cloud
top level using a linear theory on a mid-latitude l1-plane [e.g., Andrews et ai, 1987]. The
\'ertical component of the EP flux, F, is given by
(3.6)
where

1]

2
11 - -k-- ~
[£(u-c)
£
4H2

m~

is the vertical wavenumber, £ = fJ / N 2, fo

(3.7)

,

= 2n" sin <Po is the Coriolis parameter at latitude

<Po, n" is the angular velocity for a coordinate system rotating with the local wind at <Po,
k = (a cos <PO)-1 is the zonal wavenumber, 11 is the absolute vorticity gradient and ~ is the
amplitude of stream function.
The key parameter for the F evaluation is the amplitude of the observed 5-day wave.
The zonal wind distribution assumed for the Q evaluation (see Figure 3.1) is similar to the
time-averaged values observed in 1979 and 1985, in which the contrast of mid-latitude jets
was decreased [Rossow et al., 1990]. During those periods the lower limits of the meridional
wind amplitude at 20-40° latitudes ranged from 6 to 8 m s-I[Rossow et aI., 1990). We
adopt tentatively the value of 8 m

S-l as

the typical anlplitude at <Po = 45° where

11 peaks.

Taking ~
m- I

S-1

at

= (8 m s-I)/k, c - U = 32 m s-r, n" = -21f(3.47 dayt 1 and fJ = -10- 11
<Po = 45° [Del Genio and Rossow, 1990], and N = 2x10- 2 S-1 and H = 5 km

as characteristic values at mid-latitudes, we obtain the EP flux at the cloud top level to
be F ~ 0.022 N m- 2 with the vertical wavelength of ~22 km. The vertical phase speed
is estimated to be ~5x10-2 m

S-I,

being roughly consistent with the observation [Taylor

et al., 1980]. The estimated EP flux 0.022 N m- 2 is the same order of magnitude as the
required forces at mid-latitudes, 0.02-0.04 N m- 2 (see Figure 3.1). Therefore, the midlatitude Rossby wave contributes significantly to the driving of

3.3.2

th~

meridional circulation.

Suppression of .mid-latitude jets by the wave-driven circulation

Pioneer Venus ultraviolet images, which covers five 80-day periods in 1979-1985, revealed
the vacillation of the cloud top dynamics with a time scale of several years [Del Genio and

Rossow, 1990; Rossow et al., 1990], as described below. An equatorial 4-day wave and a
mid-latitude 5-day wave are present in both the brightness and cloud-tracked wind data.
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The 4-day wave, which has long been observed as the so-called "Y" feature, is identified
as a Kelvin wave with a wavenumber of unity and an intrinsic phase speed of

~6

m

S-I.

The 5-day wave is identified as a Rossby wave as mentioned before. The amplitudes of the
Kelvin and Rossby waves vary with time: both of the waves were intense in 1979 and 1985
(active state) and weak in 1980-1982 (quiescent state). The mean zonal winds given by
Rossow et al. [1990] are plotted in Figure 3.2. During the quiescent state the equatorial

zonal wind was 5-10 m s-lsmaller than other periods. The contrast of mid-latitude jets
gradually increased from 1979 to 1983 and decreased (tentatively) from 1983 to 1985.
The meridional circulation transports heat poleward to drive the middle atmosphere
away from the radiative equilibrium [Taylor, 1983], thereby weakening the jets whose contrasts are determined by the poleward temperature gradient through cyclostrophic balance
[Schubel·t, 1983]. Since the Rossby wave drives a meridional circulation to transport heat

poleward, the development/decay of Rossby wave weal,ens/intensifies the jets. This is qualitatively consistent with the observation: the development of mid-latitude jets in 1980-1982
coincides with the decay of the Rossby wave [Rossow et al., 1990]. This hypothesis is examined quantitatively below using the observations at the cloud top. In order for the
wave-driven circulation to suppress the jet, the latitudinal temperature contrast across the
jet, f:::.T, must be within the same order of magnitude as the temperature change induced
by the wave-driven circulation, '8T.
From cyclostrophic balance, the latitudinal temperature contrast f:::.T associated with
the jet is roughly estimated from
2Uf:::.U ~ _ _
R_f:::.T
f:::.z
Htan¢J f:::.¢'

(3.8)

where U is the typical zonal wind speed, f:::.U is the contrast of the jet, f:::.z is the vertical
scale of the shear beneath the jet, R = 191.4 J kg- 1 K- 1 is the gas' constant, H is the scale
height" ¢J is the latitude of the jet, and f:::.¢ is the width of the je,t. From the UV images
[Del Genio and Rossow, 1990; Rossow et al., 1990], we assume th~t U = 90 m

10-20 m

S-I,

S-I,

f:::.U =

¢J = 45° and f:::.¢ = 30°. f:::.z allows large uncertainty, then f:::.z ~ H. With

above parameters, we obtain f:::.T

~

5-10 I< at the cloud top.

The wave-driven circulation reduces the temperature contrast between high and low
latitudes. The decrease of the temperature contrast, 8T, is estimated from the thermodynamic relation
(3.9)
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Figure 3.2: Mean zonal wind speeds at the cloud top observed from the Pioneer Venus
orbiter during five imaging periods from 1979-1985. Data are given by Rossow et at.
[1990]. The wind speeds of ~90 m s-lnear the equator are referred to as the superrotation.
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Whigh

and Wlaw are the typical values of vertical speed

w' at high and low latitudes,

respectively, associated with the wave-driven circulation:

J;12 11>* cos rf>d¢i
J;:2 cos ¢id¢i ,
Jo"'" 1/1* cos rf>drf>
Jo<Po cos rf>drf> '

(3.10)

where ¢io is the latitude where the low-latitude upward flow switches to the high-latitude
downward flow. 1Vhigh and vVlaw are related to the vertical component of the EP flux, F,
through the downward control principle. Combining (3.3) with the mass conservation

i

('/2

o

w· cos ¢ d0 =

(3.11)

0

and (} = :F leads to
W high -

Wlaw

~ Fcosrf>o [(
17Poa

r¢o

io

cosrf> drf>fl

+ (('/2 cos¢> drf>fl]
i<Po

i

,

(3.12)

where quantities on the right-hand side are those at the latitude rf>o. F is estimated to be
~0.022 N m- 2 at the cloud top [see Section 3.3.1]' and

obtain W ~ 2-3x 10- 3 m

S-1

rf>o is taken to be

~45°. Then, we

and aT ~ 7-11 K with (3.9) and (3.12).

6.T and aT estimated above are within the same order of magnitude, although the
parameters used have large uncertainty. Therefore, the Rossby wave-driven circulation can
cancel the temperature contrast associated with the jet: the development of jets in 19801982 can be attributed to tlw decay of the Rossby wave. The dynamical state in 1983,
in which the jets were intense while the Rossby wa,ve was present, is thought to be in the
midst of the transition.

3.4

Internal gravity waves

Small-scale wavelike structures have been observed in the Venus atmosphrre [Rossow et

al., 1980; Blamont et al., 1986; Seiff and Ki7·k. 1991; Hinson and Jenkins, 1995], and some
of them may be attributed to internal gravity \\·a,:es. Their latitudinal distributions are,
however, highly uncertain.
I

The activity of gravity waves generated by convection at the ground surface [Hou and
Fan'ell, 1987] is unlikely to localize in the mid-latitude since observations show greater
I

I

penetration of sunlight at smaller solar zenith angle [Tomasko, 1983]. The distribution
of the waves generated by the convection in
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th~ l~liddle

cloud region is uncertain since

the convecti"e activity depends on the heat transport in the lower atmosphere [LeToy and

Inge7'soll, 1996].
The gravity waves generated by topography [Young et at., 1994] can be responsible
for the zonal forces in the mid-latitude. The near-surface direct cell transports westward
momentum downward at mid- and high latitudes, thereby producing westward surface
winds there. At low latitudes" on the other hand, the advection from higher latitudes
produces eastward surface winds. Since the waves generated by eastward surface winds
have critical levels near the surface, the momentum transport by topographically-generated
waves will localize in the mid-latitude. The momentum transport by such waves cannot
be evaluated because of the uncertainty in the surface wind distribution.
Generation of gravity waves by shear (KH) instability in the middle cloud region will
also be localized in the mid-latitude where wind shear is relatively large [Imamum, 1997].
Around the middle cloud region, where the atmosphere is close to neutral static stability
due to infrared heating from below [SchubeTt et at., 1980], the Richardson number falls short
of 0.25 which is the critical value for the initiation of shear instability. Radar observations
have revealcd that the excitation sources of short-period gravity waves in the terrestrial
stratospherc are located near the jet stream [Mumyama et al., 1994], in which unstable
shcar layers will generate gravity waves [e.g., SutheTland and Pertie7', 1994]: it would be
reasonable to expect the same mechanism to work on Venus. The momentum transport
by such waws in the Venus atmosphere cannot be evaluated with available data.

3.5

Conclusions

The characteristic time of advective exchange for parcels in the Venus mesosphere (here we
take z > 65 km) is defined as

TA

=

M/ F, where M is the total mesospheric air mass and

F is the vertical mass flux across the 65 km altitude surface in the ascent region at lower

latitudes. Using the parameters given earlier, the advective exchange time is calculated
to be

TA ~

90 d (d = earth days). On the other hand, the characteristic time of vertical

diffusion is dcfined as
Using the value

J{

TD

= H 2 / J{", where J{" is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient.

= 4 m 2 S-1

at ~60 km altitude [Woo and Ishima7'U, 1981] yields

TD

~

100 d. Thus advective transport is as important as eddy diffusion for tracer transport.
In this study the forces acting on the zonal flow above clouds have been estimated from
the cloud-tracked zonal winds and the departure of temperature from radiative equilibrium
at the cloud top level by applying the downward control principle. The EP flux associated
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with a Rossby wave is within the same order of magnitude as the required forces; therefore,
the major part of the meridional circulation will be driven by the Rossby waye. It was also
shown that the variation of the jet intensity with a time scale of several years is consistent
with the variation of Rossby wave acti\·ity. Gravity waves may account for a portion of
the required forces, but their contributions are still uncertain.
The results suggest that the concept of a "wave-driven extratropical pump" [e.g., Holton

et al., 1995] is valid in the Venus mesosphere as well as in the terrestrial stratosphere (see
Figure 3.3), although the Venus mesosphere is in approximate cyclostrophic balance rather
than in geostrophic balance. In the terrestrial stratosphere Rossby or gravity waves, which
are presumably generated in the troposphere, induce zonal forces on the mean flow. The
forces drive a global-scale extratropical fluid-dynamical suction pump which withdraws air
upward and poleward from the tropical troposphere and pushes it poleward and downward
into the extratropical troposphere.
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Figure 3.3: Dynamical aspects of the meridional circulation at the Venus cloud level.
Angular momentum advection associated with the meridional circulation is canceled by
the EP flux divergences associated with Rossby or gravity waves. Small-scale turbulence
may also be important around the middle cloud region.
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Chapter 4
Heat transport In the deep Venus
atmosphere
4.1

Introduction

Observations show that the temperatures are nearly uniform with latitude in the Venus
lower atmosphere [SeijJ et al., 1980J probably due to the dynamical heat transport. The
analyses of the aeolian features in the Magellan radar images have revealed the existence
of a surface direct cell which extends to the poles [Greeley et al., 1992, 1995], but the
intensity of the cell is unknown. Stone [1974J has used a two-dimensional model to infer
the structure of the lower atmospheric circulation, but the momentum equation in Stone's
model ignores rotation. General circulation models (GeMs) were developed to simulate
the slowly rotating atmospheres like Venus [e.g., Rossow, 1983; Del Genio et al., 1993],
but the radiative relaxation rates assumed in those models are much larger than those in
the Venus lower atmosphere. Since the Venus lower atmosphere is characterized by the
slow radiative relaxation due to large thermal inertia and large opacity in infrared, the
predicted flow speeds in those models cannot be accepted.
The diagnostic analysis by Hou and Goody [19891 shows a shallow direct cell with a
meridional flow speed of
height

(~14

~1

cm

S-1

and an overlying shallow reverse cell within a scale

km) fr0111 the surface. Their results may be, however, incorrect as described

below. The strean1function obtained by Hou and Goody [1989J shows an equatorward residual circulation at the cloud top level

(~

65 km altitude) and a reverse cell within the main

cloud deck, but a poleward circulation is traced at the cloud top fr0111 UV cloud

image~ [Del

Genio and Rossow, 19901 and near the cloud base from near-infrared cloud images [Belton
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et al., 1991; Gadson et at., 1991]. Since the particle streamline trajectories predicted by
the mean winds derived from cloud motions are consistent with the orientation of linear
cloud features [Garlson et al., 1991], the mean cloud motions will well represent the residual circulation. Therefore, the streamfunction obtained by Hall. and Goody [1989] conflicts
with obsermtions. The streamfunction determined by their method will be sensitive to the
error in the temperature distribution, which was determined from a parameterized zonal
"'ind distribution.
In this study the circulation speed is estimated with a new method. A direct cell
transports heat poleward only if the poleward branch of the circulation at higher levels is on
the average at a higher potential temperature than the equatorward branch at lower levels

[Stone, 1975]: a stable stratification is indispensable to the poleward heat transport. The
net poleward flux of potential temperature, which can be diagnosed from radiative energy
balance, is a function of the meridional flow speed and the vertical gradient of potential
temperaturc. Therefore, the typical flow speed can be estimated from the radiative energy
balance and the static stability observed. The upward heat transport by the cell and the
angular momentum balance are also discussed.

4.2
4.2.1

Estimation of circulation speed
Potential temperature flux

The thermodynamic equation for a zonally averaged, stcady state atmosphere in the transformed Eulcrian mean coordinate is [e.g., Andrews et at., 1987]
(4.1)
where v and w are the meridional and vertical velocities of the residual circulation, 1> is
latitude,

=is log-pressure altitude,

a is planetary radius, and

e is potential temperature.

The diabatic heating Q is defined as

Q=

(8Fs _ 8FT) e~'/H,
8z

8z

(4.2)

pCp

where F s is the net downward flux of solar radiation, F r is the net upward flux of thermal
radiation, /{, = R/cp , R is gas constant, cp is heat capacity, H is mean scale height,
p = p,e-,/II is the nominal basic state density, and p, is the density at the surface.

In order to investigate the heat balance at each latitude, (4.1) is integrated over z from
the surface to the top boundary of thc cell,

Ztop'
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The boundary bet ween the lower atmo-

spheric circulation under consideration and the overlying middle ittmospheric circulation is
expected to be located at 30-40 km altitudes from COS and CO distributions as discussed
in Section 2.4.3. Assuming the vertical mass flux across the le\'el

z'op

to be small, (4.1)

pQ d¢'dz,

(4.3)

and the continuity equation yield

F(¢) ~ -(p,COScpt1

("/2 rOo'
14> 10 acosd/

where
(4.4)

is the poleward potential temperature flux vertically integrated at the latitude ¢. The Q
distribution near the surface is uncertain since the processes throngh which the solar energy
absorbed by the ground surface is surrendered to the atmosphere are poorly understood.
Since eKZ / H ~ 1 for small z, however, t,he total diabatic heating near the surface below a
level

Z/

is approximately the net flux across the level <I. Then, substituting (4.2) into (4.3),

we obtain

F(¢)
(4.5)
The level z/ will be placed at a few kilometers above the surface. Equation (4.5) enables
us to calculate F from Fs and FT.
Since F is a function of v and B [see (4.4)1, the typical meridional speed can be estimated
from the F value and the B dist.ribution when the circulation structure is specified as follows.
The boundary between the poleward and equatorward branches, Zb, is assumed to be at
the level where the pressure is the average of those at < = 0 and

~'op

so that the flow speeds

in the poleward and eqnatorwarcl branches may be similar. The typical B contrast between
the higher and lower levels is ::b(dO/dz), where dO/dz is the typical B gntdient. Then, from

(4.4), F is related to the typical meridional speed ii as

F

v [(0/ + ~Zb)
_ dO

r"

e-,/II dz

-

0, 10" e-,/H dZ]

2

(

V~Zb'

where
1-

0/

relatio~s 2e-,,/H

is the typical B at lower levels. The

Zb/H

are used in deriving (4.6). Since

Zb

= e-,,·,/H

4.6

)

+ 1 and e-,,/II ~

may not be at the level specified above in

the real Venus atmosphere, (4.6) gives the definition of the ,. typical meridional speed".
Equation (4.6) enables us to estimate

v from

F and dO/ d::.
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4.2.2

Solar radiation

\\'ith the solar flux model F,~(z) for the subsolar point (cosine of the zenith angle, /-l =
1) given by Hou and Goody [1989], the solar flux varies as F2(z),,1.4: the exponent is

compounded from a geometric factor /-l and a reflectivity factor /-lOA [Tomasko, 1983],
This expression for the solar flux agrees with all the measured data within the limits of
obsen'ations [Ho'u and Goody, 1989]. It is straightforward to show that the zonally averaged
flux is expressed as [Hou and Goody, 19811

Fs(z,¢) = 0.285 F2(z) (COS¢)IA

(4.7)

2

F2(z) increases with height from 95 W m- at the ground surface to 160 \V

m- 2

at 30 km

altitude.

4.2.3

Thermal radiation

FT cannot be modeled after thermal flux measurements only, because the measurement of
thermal radiation is limited. The thermal flux in the Venus lower atmosphere is written in
the opaque limit

(4,8)
where

kn

is the Rosseland mean absorption coefficient,

T is temperature.

0

is the Stefan's constant and

kn may be calculated theoretically, but far-wing absorptions in high

pressures are not well understood, and the coefficient depends on the water mixing ratio
which is uncertain [Pollack et ai., 1980]. The preferred approach is to determine kn from
solar radiation fluxes as follows.
Case I
Case I follo\\'s Hou and Goody [1989], where kn is a function of z only. Assuming that the
globally a\'eraged state is close to radiative equilibrium with the average solar flux, kn(z)
is calculated \\'ith the relation

_
4 801'4
Fs(z) = - 3k n(z)---e;-'

(4.9)

l' is the global mean teml' from SchubeTt and WalteTscheid [1984], kn(z) is calculated to be as

\\')wre Ps(z) = 0.208F2(z) is the global mean solar flux and
perature. Adopting

sho\\'Il in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Absorption coefficient kn in Cases I and II. For Case II, the kn values at the
latitudes 0°, 30° and 60° are plotted.
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An upward heat transport by the cell causes the underestimation of

kn

when (4.9)

is used, thereby sbifting the apparent thermal cooling distribution downward "'ithin the
region of the cell. The error in the F evaluation due to sucb an incorrect cooling distribution
is up to e",,/II - 1 ~ 15 % [see (4.2)], which is negligible in the present rough estimates.
Case II

Revel'COmb et al. [1985] showed that the thermal radiation fluxes above

~20 km altitude

increase with latitude, suggesting smaller absorption coefficient s due to smaller water mixing ratios at higher latitudes. Case II takes account of the latitndinal variation of kn . The

kn(z, rjJ) in Case II is defined by the kn(z) in Case I multiplied by a function f(rjJ), which
is defined as

f(rjJ) = 116 + 0.582tanh[(30° - d.»/200).

(4.10)

Adopting this coefficient, the calculated FT(z, ¢) valnes agree with the measured fluxes of

Revel'comb et ai" [1985) within tbe limits of obsen·ations. TIll' kn(z, rjJ) in Case II at rjJ =
0°, 30° and 60° are plot ted in Figure 4.1.

4.2.4

Static stability

The static stability dT/dz -

r,

"'here

r

is the adiabatic lapse rate, has been determined

with various experiments. The direct measurements by Venera 10, 11 and 12 indicated

dT/dz -

r

= 0.3-0.5 K km- 1 below 20 km altitude [Seiff, 19831. The measurements by

Pioneer Venus probes indicated dT/dz -

r

~ 1 K km- 1 at 12-20 km altitudes

[Seiff,

1980], but no data are available below 12 km. The ground-based remote sounding by

Meadows and C7'isp [1996] sbowed the nightside averaged lapse rate of -7 to -1.5 K km- 1
below 6 km, implying dT/dz -

dO/dz "" dT/dz -

4.2.5

r

r

~ 1 I{ km- l

Given these measurements, the value of

= 0.5-1 K km- 1 is adopted in till' present st,udy.

Result

Figure 4.2 shows an example of a set of F distributions I hat II'('re calculated using (4.5)
with z'0l'

=

30 kill (which gives

Zb

=

9 km) and

latitude, the zonally integrated flux peaks at

Z/

~30°

=

5 km. Though F peaks at ~45°

latitude because the geometric factor

cosrjJ must be multiplied. The greater flux in Case II than in Case I is due to the greater
infrared cooling at high latitudes in Case II. Applying (4.6) to these resulls with dO/dz =

2000
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Figure 4.2: Latitudinal distribution of the vertically-integrated poleward flux of potential
t mperature, F, in Cases I and II. The top boundary of the cell is assumed to be at
30 km.
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Ztop

=

0.5-1 h: kIll-I. "'e obtain ii

= 1-2 em S-I

in Case I and ii

= 2-4

em S-I in Case II in

the mid-lal itude. These values are close to the threshold speed for the windblown dust
on Venus estimated by Iversen et at. [1976]. The advection time scale is calculated to be

a/V = 10 20 yr in Case I and 5-10 yr in Case II, that are much longer than the planetary
rotation period of 243 days and are comparable to thc radiative relaxation time of 20-30
yr [Pollack and Young, 1975].
The Vest imation is not sensitive to the choice of

Z'OI"

because the changes in F and

due to the :'01' variation cancel each other in calculating ii with (4.6).
less than l·j % when

ZtOI'

=, <

Zb

change by

z,

is

w = (H/a)v

=

varies within the range 20-40 kill. The dependence of von

also small: l' "'oIIld change by a few percent as far as

4.3

v would

10 km.

Upward dynamical heat transport

The typicHI \'erticitl speed in the lower atmosphere is estimated to be

2--!xI0- o

III S-I

in Case I and 4-8xI0- 5 m

S-I

in Case II. The latitudinal temperature

\'ariation '::'T is small below 10 km altitude according to the measurements by Venera
probes [Avd/leuskiy et at., 1983], but the data are a\'ailable only H.t low latitudes. The
variation of

~0

h: is indicated above 12 km altitude by the measurements by Pionner

'"enus probes [Seiff, 1983], but no data are available below 12 km. Adopting 6T ~ 5 K
as an upper limit, the net dynamical heat flux Fdyn is up to p~,w6T/2 = 2-4 W m- 2 in
Case I and up to 4-7 W m- 2 in Case II. These f1uxcs are not ncgligible compared to the
globally-a\"eraged radiativc flux of 20-30 W m- 2
When t he net dynamical heat flux is considercd, thc globally-averaged heat balance is
-

-

Fs - Fdyn = -

Thus a uonzero

Fdyn

16at3

3k

i'Jt

[h'

n
would r~duce the temperature lapse rate,

(4.11)
Even if the radiative

equilibrium state is super-adiH.batic as suggested by greenhouse models [e.g., Pollack et al.,

19801. the up"'ard heat transport by the cell may cause a stable stratification [Stone, 1974].

4.4

Implications for superrotation

As mentioned earlier, the top boundary of the surface dircct cell is expected to be located
at 30-40 kin altitudes from trace gas distributions (sce Section 2.4.3). The presence of
the top boundary at this height region is consistent with the observed zonal wind profile if the superrotittion is maintained by the mechanism of Gierasch [1975], who argued
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that direct c('lls transport angular momentum upward. A general circulation model, which
im'olw's a surface direct cell and an overlying middle atmospheric (direct) cell, yields a distinct supclTotation through the Giemsch's mechanism [Del Genio et al., 1993]. When the
Giemsch:s theory is adopted, the absence of the upward transport of angular momentum
near the boundary would result in a small wind shear. The observations by the Pioneer
Yenus probrs [Counselman et al., 1980] indicate such a small wind shear around 25-40 km
altitudes.
l\ow

II'"

im'estigate an equilibrium state in which the upward transport of angular

momentum by the cell is balanced with the downward transport by eddy viscosity adopting
the theory of Giemsch [1975]. Assuming that the horizontal eddy viscosity is effective
enough to ('ause a rigid-body rotation of the mean zonal flow, Giemsch [1975] obtained the
relation

U(z)
---r;-

"a

+1

=

exp [- 3
2//"

fn' dz' fn
0

rr 2
/

dljJ w(z, ¢) cos 3 ¢] ,

(4.12)

0

\\'here U is the equatorial zonal velocity, !1 is the planetary rotation rate and

//v

is the

\'ertical eddy viscosity coefficient. The assumption of rigid-body rotation is justified in
the lower atmosphere by observations [Schubert, 1983]. Assuming that the low-latitude
upward flow switches to the high-latitude downward flow around the 30° latitude where
zonally-int"grated pole\\'ard heat flux peaks (see Section 4.2.5), the integration over ¢ in
(4.12) is approximately

r/

J

o

2

d¢ wcos3 ¢

iii

(Jr/
o

6

3

d¢ cos ¢ -

r/

Jrr/6

2

3

d¢ cos ¢

)

iii

(4.13)

Then, (4.12) is rewritten as
(4.14)
lI'here the lPft and right hand sides represent the downward transport of angular momentum
by eddy \'i,('osity and the upward transport by the cell, respectively. Around the level

Zb

=

9 km. U alit! dUjdz are typically ~7 m S-l and ~0.0025 s-1, respectively, from the Pioneer
"enus Sounder and Venera 12 results that were obtained near the equator [e.g., Schubel·t,
1983]. Adopt ing the iii values estimated before, (4.14) yields //" = 0.03-0.05 m2
I and //,.

= 1l.05

0.1 m2

S-I

for Case II. The diffusion time scale is H 2 j//"

S-l

for Case

= 100-200 yr

for

CasE' I and H2j//" = 60-100 yr for Case II, that are much longer than the advection time
scalE' of 5-20 yr. Matsuda [1080] argued that the planrtary rotation must be faster than
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the ycrticai momentum diffusion in order for a fast sllperrotation to exist: the estimated
II"

yalue is consistent with Matsuda's conclusion.

4.5

Conclusions

The intensity of the surface direct cell was inferred flom the radiative energy balance at
each latitude and the static stability observed. The advection time scale was estimated
to be much longer than the planetary rotation period and comparable to the radiative
relaxation time. The estimated circulation speed and t he observed latitudinal temperature
contrast yielded the net ulm-ard heat transport by the cell of several W m- 2 , which may
haw caused the stable stratification observed. It \\'as also suggested that the vertical
diffusion time scale is much longer than the advection I ime scale.
The mat,erial transport by the surface direct cell has not been considered in the atmospheric allCl surface chemistries of Venus, although

;1 tmospheric

constituents arc trans-

ported mostly by the cell rather than by eddy diffusion. Since the Venus atmosphere is
not at thermochemical equilibrium even in the lowest scale height [Fegley et al., 1997], the
chemical reactions in the course of the equatorward circulation will cause latitudinal variations of allllospheric composition and surface material. Observations of such latitudinal
contrasts aI(' useful to examine the conclusions obtained in this study.
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Chapter 5
Radiative damping of gravity waves
and turbulence in the upper
atmospheres of terrestrial planets
5.1

Introduction

The turbulence and mean-wind acceleration caused by gravity waves play important roles
in determining the meridional circulation and thermal structure of the Earth's upper atmosphere [e.g., Garcia and Solomon, 1985], and a similar mechanism is expected to work
in the Venus and Mars upper atmospheres [Zhang and Boughe1" 1996; Barnes, 1990]. The
signatures of small-scale atmospheric waves are observed also on Ve,nus [Murray et al., 1974;

Belton et al., 1976a,b; Rosso'w et al., 1980; Counselman et al., 1980; Ingersoll et al., 1987;
Hinson and Jenkins, 1995] and on Mars [Nie1' and McElroy, 1977; Seiff and Kirk, 1977;
AndeTson and Leovy, 1978], but their characteristics are uncertain. The role of gravity
waves in the material circulation depends on the dissipation processes: the waves dissipating due to radiative damping or molecular viscosity decelerate the zonal wind to drive the
meridional circulation without generating turbulence, while convectively-breaking waves
do generate turbulence. Since the composition of thermosphere is sensitive to the altitude
of turbopause, atmospheric escape rates depend on the gravity

wa~e

activity and the wave

dissipation processes. It is necessary to clarify the dissipation processes of gravity waves
for the understanding of both short-term and long-term material transports.
The radiati\'e damping of wavelike perturbations with small vertical scales has been
st.udird so far for the Earth's atmosphere [e.g., Fels, 1982, 1984; Apruzese and Stl'obel,
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1984: Zhll and Stmbel, 1991; Zhll, 1993], but there is no detailed investigation concerning
its ('ffeet on the amplitude growth with height. MoreO\'er, the radiative damping in the
upper atmospheres of other planets has not been investigated except the early work by

Hodges [1969] where the effect of collisional excitation by atomic oxygen (see later) was
ignored. In this study the effect of radiative damping on the amplitude growth of gravity
wayes is ill\'estigated theoretically for the Earth, Venus and Mars upper atmospheres. The
radiative damping of wave-induced turbulence is also evaluated for the Mars atmosphere
as an assessment.

5.2

Radiative damping rate

5.2.1

Method

The atmosphere is considered to be homogeneous for typical gravity waves with vertical
wavelength less than one scale height, so we may apply the method of Fels [1984] according
to the formulation by Spiegel [1957]. Fels developed an analytic solution for the radiative
damping rate in non-LTE (local thermodynamic equilibrium) regions as a function of the
"avennmber of the imposed harmonic temperature perturbation in an infinite homogeneous
medium. The solution is given as:
(5.1)

where

(5.2)
is the damping rate in LTE conditions,

Tcoll

is the collisional relaxation time,

T

is the mixing

ratio of the absorber, 'Y is the ratio of specific heats, k is the Boltzmann's constant, Tis
temperature, 6£ is the vibrational energy under consideration, B is the Plank function,
.\fa<'

is the mean molecular weight of the air, cp is the heat capacity of air, Si is the

intensity of the i-th transition, /,(1/) is the line profile,

:t.

= Pnr/m is a measure of the

absorber amount per unit wavelength, P" is the atmospheric number density, and m is the
"ertical "avenumber of the imposed perturbation. The principal infrared radiation that
relaxes thermal perturbations is the CO2(1J2) 15 J.Lm radiation. We do not consider the 0 3
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9.6 tim radiation, although it is not negligible in the Earth's upper stratosphere [e.g., Fels,
1982].

In non-LTE regions of upper atmospheres, the collisional excitation of the CO2(1J2)
mode by atomic oxygen is important [e.g., Bougher et a!., 19941. Atomic oxygen is one of
the major constituents in the Mars and Venus upper atmospheres as well as in the Earth's
upper atmosphere [Hanson et al., 1977; McElroy et al., 1977; Hedin et al., 19831. The rate
coefficient for the deexcitation of CO2(1J2) by atomic oxygen, I,co,-o, has been reported
by se"eral investigators. The recent rocket experiment by Rodgers et al. [1992] supports
the rate coefficient given by Sharma and Wintersteinel' [1990], ]\co,-o = 3.5 X 10- 13 .jT +
2.32x 10- 9 exp( -76.75jT 1/ 3 ) cm 3

S-I,

which we adopted. The rate coefficients for the

deexcitation by air (N 2 , O2 ), J(co,-AlI1, and by CO 2 , J(co,-co" were taken from Allen et

al. [19801 and Dickinson [1972], respectively. The line spectral parameters of the CO2(1J2)
band were taken from the HITRAN database [Rothman et al., 1992].
The Earth's atmospheric model was taken from the U. S. Standard Atmosphere, with
the atomic oxygen density from Llewellyn et al. [1993]. The Mars atmospheric structure
was adopted from Bougher and Dickinson [1988] that is compatible with the observations of

Hanson et al. [19771 and McElmy et al. [1977]. The Venus atmospheric structure was taken
from Seiff et al. [1985] for pressure and temperature, The Venus atmospheric composition
is taken from von Zahn et al. [1983] and Hedin et al. [19831.

5.2.2

Result

Figure 5.1 shows the radiative damping rate

7Nlre

calculated with (5.1) plotted against

the vertical wavelength. Calculations were carried out only above 100 km altitude for
Venus because of a limited validity of the isolated-line approximation used. The damping
rate in the Venus atmosphere is much smaller below

~80

km than above

~100

km since the

15 lim radiation is trapped locally because of the large optical thickness. The collisional

excitation of CO2(1J2) by atomic oxygen enhances the 15 tim emission in non-LTE regions.
To illustrate this effect, the damping rate for the case neglecting atomic oxygen is shown
by dotted cun'es at 120 km altitude.
The damping rate is much greater in the Mars atmosphere than in the Earth's atmosphere. This is because CO 2 is the dominant constituent in the Mars atmosphere whereas
it is a minor constitucnt ill the Earth's atmosphere. The damping rate is larger in the
1\lars atmosphere than in thc Venus atmosphere at 100 km altitude for typical vertical
wav01engths, because raAliative damping works more effectively in optically thin regions.
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Figure 5.1: Radiative damping rates TN~TE in the Earth, Mars and Venus upper atmospheres (solid curves). Dotted curves represent those for the atmospheres without atomic
oxygen. Numerals labeled for the curves represent altitudes in km.
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The situation is different at 120 km altitude since the deviation from LTE suppresses the
CO 2 15 11m emission in the Mars upper atmosphere.

5.3

Limit of amplitude growth

The '\u-T plots are useful to characterize gravity waves according to their amplitude growth
with height. where All is the horizontal wavelength and T is the period. Manson [1990]
summerized the observations of gravity waves in the Earth's upper atmosphere on the AU-

T plots. In discussing the limit of amplitude growth, we will take account of molecular
diffusion as well as radiative damping. Convective breakdown should be discussed separately from other dissipation mechanisms because of its dependence on the background
wind profile [e.g., Lindzen, 19811. Assuming an exponential growth with height z like e{3"
the amplitude growth factor (J is given by [Fets, 19821

..2- _ 11131) _

(J - 2H

where H is the atmospheric scale height,

w
7]

tn:

N

111'T

2w'

(5.3)

is the kinetic viscosity coefficient [Kaye and

Laby, 1986] and w is the frequency. Substituting (5.3) with (J = 0 into the dispersion
relation of an internal gravity wave [e.g., Hines, 1960], we obtain the growth limit curves
in the A/rT plots.
The calculated A/rT diagrams are shown in Figure 5.2. The bold solid curves represent
the limit cun'es for vertical propagation: internal gravity waves can exist only on the right
hand sides of these curves. (J is positive on the left hand sides of thin solid curves. The data
of observed waves summerized by Manson [19901 mostly scatter in the region of positive

13,

hence this result will be valid. It can be seen from this figure that radiative danlping is

more effective than molecular diffusion below 80 km altitude on the Earth, below 120 km
altitude on l\lars and even above 120 km altitude on Venus for typical gravity waves.

5.4

Suppression of turbulence by radiative damping

Radiative damping reduces wave energy, thereby weakening the turbulence caused by
the con\"('ctive breakdown of gravity waves. The effect of radiative damping on waveinduced turbulence is evaluated by considering a gravity wave whose amplitude is saturated

[Lindzen, 1981] due to wave-induced turbulent diffusion and radiative damping. A case
study is performed for the Mars atmosphere at 100 km altitude where molecular diffusion
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is lInimportant (seC' Figure 5.2). Considering the \I'a"e-induced turbulent diffusion instead
of Inolrclllar diffusion, (5.3) is rC'writtC'n as
/3 =

~_
2H

171

3

1,'" _

w

Nhc

1IIT

(5.4)

2w'

,dJC'rr K" is the turbulent diffusion coefficient. In thC' absence of the mean wind shC'ar, the
amplitudC' grO\yth factor for a saturatC'd waV!' is 13 = O. Then, from (5.4) and the dispersion
rdation \I'C' grt
(5.5)
\I'hC'rC'r is the int rinsic horizontal phase speed, k/l = 27r / '\/1 is the horizontal wavenumber,
and X is thC' Brunt-Viiisalii. frequency. The 1st term on thC' right-hand side of (5.5) represC'nls thC' turbulent diffusion causC'd by the breakdown of a gravity wave in the absence of
radiati,'C' damping, while the 2nd term represents the reduction of turbulent diffusion by
radiati,'C' damping.
St at iouilry gravity waves, that will be excited frequC'ntly in the Mars lower atmosphere
due to its large topography, are C'xpected to propagate to the upper atmosphere to cause
turblllC'nce ilndmean-\l'ind deceleration [Dam,es, 1990; Joshi et al., 1995]. For such stationary \I'a"C's r is equal to

-u, where u is the mean wind. SincC' the ii distribut,ion in the ~Iars

uppC'r atmosphere is uncertain, an example is shown for c

=

-il

= 20

m s-Iwhich yields

'\, = 12 km from the dispersion relation. Figure 5.3 sho\l's the effect of radiative damping

on I,'" calculated with (5.5) for "arious '\/1. The

T,viTE

"alue wns adopted from Figure

;:>.1. Rndintiye dnmping rC'duces 1(, by ~540 m2 S-I in this casC'o For moderate wa"es

\I'ith ,\/1

~

100 km, the Lindzen's [1981] gravity wm'e parameterization O\'erestimates 1(,

significnntl.,· ,yhen radiati"e damping is ignored. The results at ,\/1 > 125 km are absurd:
t lIl'bulcner is not gC'nerated by such waves because of radiative damping.

5.5

Conclusions

The radiat i\'(' damping of gravity waves in the non-LTE regions of the Earth, Mars and
\'enus ntmospheres have been investigated. It was shown that the radiative damping due
10

thr CO, 15 {1m radiation limits Wiwe propngation much more effectively in the Mars

nllllOSJlhere I hnll iu the Earth's atmosphere. It was shown that radiative damping is
morr C'ffrcti"e Ihau molecular diffusion below 80 km ftltitude on the Earth, below 120 km
nltilndC' ou

~[ars

nnd even above 120 km altitude on Venus. It was also dC'monstrated
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[or til(' :'\Iars upper atmosph('rr that turbulent diffusion can be weakened significantly b,Y
racliati\'r damping. It is possible that the "turbopause" height is controlled partly by largescalr mrriclional circulation as \yell as turbulent diffusion in the upper atmospheres where
racliatiye damping is significant.
It is expected that gravity wave signatures will be obsrrved in the l\lars upper atmo-

spherr by t hr Thermal Plasma Analyzer and the

ent rall\[ass Spectrometer on board the

Plaurt-13 satrllitr, whose prriapsis altitude is as low as 150 km, The analyses of those data

\\'it h the \y<\\"r dissipation theory \"ill reveal the role of gra\'ity \\'aves in the l\lars upper
at mospherr.
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